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Abstract. In the previous part of this paper, we constructed a large family of Hecke algebras on
some classical groups G de¢ned over p-adic ¢elds in order to understand their admissible
representations. EachHecke algebra is associated to a pair JS; rSof an open compact subgroup
JS and its irreducible representation rSwhich is constructed fromgiven dataS  G;P00; R. Here,
G is a semisimple element in the Lie algebraofG,P00 is a parahoric subgroup in the centralizerofG
in G, and R is a cuspidal representation on the ¢nite reductive quotient of P00. In this paper, we
explicitly describe those Hecke algebras when P00 is a minimal parahoric subgroup, R is trivial
and rS is a character.
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Introduction
Let k be a p-adic ¢eld with odd residue characteristic p, and let G be a connected
reductive group over k. In their work on GLn [HM1, 2], Howe and Moy sketch
a scheme for understanding the harmonic analysis on G via the harmonic analysis
on Hecke algebras associated to open compact data for G. More recently, Bushnell
and Kutzko have generalized this scheme to reductive groups via the theory of types
[BK2]. Especially, those Hecke algebras should be in a form such that their harmonic
analysis is tractable; in fact, they are expected to be generalized af¢ne Hecke
algebras. In the stream of this philosophy, in [K1], we constructed a large family
of Hecke algebras on some classical groups. Here, we will prove that some of those
Hecke algebras are in fact generalized af¢ne Hecke algebras.
We recall the basic situation from [K1]; Let k be a p-adic ¢eld with an involution s
and let k0 be its s-¢xed sub¢eld of k. Let V be a ¢nite dimensional k-linear space
equipped with e-Hermitian form h ; i e  1 or ÿ 1. Let G be the connected
component of a group of isometries on V ; h ; i. In [K1], we constructed a large
family of Hecke algebras on G when the residue characteristic of k is big enough
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(see [K1, 3.2.3]). Let S  G;P00; R be given as in Section 1.5.B in [K1], that is, G is a
semisimple element in the Lie algebra g of G as in [K1, 1.3.2], P00 is a parahoric
subgroup in the centralizer CGG of G in G and R is a cuspidal representation
of the ¢nite reductive quotient of P00. Associated to such a S, we constructed a pair
JS; rS consisting of an open compact subgroup JS and its irreducible representation
rS. Let H  HG==JS; rS be the Hecke algebra associated to JS; rS. This is the
convolution algebra on the space of all compactly supported functions
f : Gÿ!EndrS, which transform via rS under left and right translations by JS.
That is, f  jgj0  rS jf grS j0 for g 2 G and j; j0 2 JS. H also carries a natural
involution  and an inner product  ;  (see (5.1.2)).
Assume that P00 is a minimal parahoric subgroup I
0
0 (see Section 1.5.A) and R is a
trivial character of I 00. Let eW 0 be the af¢ne Weyl group of G0  CGG. Then from
Proposition 4.2.6 in [K1], we have SuppH  JSG0JS  JS eW 0JS and H is linearly
spanned by functions fw whose support is a single double coset JSwJS with
w 2 eW 0. In this paper, for the case when rS is a character, we will describe the Hecke
algebra H  HG==JS; rS by directly ¢nding generators and relations. Moreover,
we relate those Hecke algebras to Hecke algebras on G0  CGG by establishing
an L2-isomorphism between Hecke algebras:
MAIN THEOREM.Let k satisfy the assumption in [K1, 3.2.3] and letG be a classical
group considered in [K1]. Let G be a semisimple element in the Lie algebra g as in [K1,
1.3.2] and let I 00 be aminimal parahoric subgroup ofG
0  CGG, the centralizer ofG in
G. Let S  G; I 00; 1, where 1 is the trivial character of I 00. Let JS; rS be a pair con-
sisting of an open compact subgroup JS and its irreducible representation rS associ-
ated to S as in Theorem 4.2.9 in [K1]. Suppose rS is a character. Then for some
tamely rami¢ed character w of I 00, there is a -preserving, support-preserving
L2-isomorphism Z:H0  HG0==I 00; w ÿ!HG==JS; rS  H of C-algebras.
In case of GLn, in [HM1, 2], Howe and Moy ¢nd Hecke algebra isomorphisms by
going through certain inductive procedures. On the other hand, in [BK1], Bushnell
and Kutzko ¢nd them by comparing two Hecke algebras directly. In both cases,
the Hecke algebras described are isomorphic to a product of Iwahori Hecke algebras.
In our case, we ¢rst ¢nd generators and relations of HG==JS; rS directly and then
compare it with a Hecke algebra on a related group G0 as in the Main Theorem.
Hence the choice of w in the Main Theorem is made so as to match Hecke algebras.
In our case, direct computation is possible because our open compact subgroup
behaves well with respect to the root space decomposition (see [K1] for details).
Unlike the case of GLn, where we had only Hecke algebras of Iwahori types, we
now see a twisting by tamely rami¢ed characters. This phenomenon can be already
found in the work of A. Moy on GSp4 ([My 2, Cor. 5.8]). Moreover, we ¢nd that
scaling G (e.g. replacing G with g  G in S where g is an element of an extension ¢eld
E over k; see [K1, 1.3.2]) may yield different shapes of Hecke algebras. We have
not found any good explanation for this and hope to return to this point.
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When G is split and G splits over k0, A. Roche has an analogous constructions and
has proved the above theorem for the cases that he considered (see [R]). However,
instead of looking at Hecke algebras on CGG, he ¢nds an appropriate (possibly
nonconnected) reductive group eH coming from Langlands parameters and relates
H to the Iwahori Hecke algebra of eH.
Describing each Section, we will start by summarizing the idea of the construction
of JS; rS in [K1] for the case S  G; I 00; 1 as in the Main Theorem. However, since
details in [K1] are indispensable throughout this paper, rather than repeating things,
we will just sketch the idea of the construction. We will also recall parts from [K1]
whenever necessary. In Section 5, we introduce some generalities, most of which
can be found in [BK2]. Using results from [BK2], we also prove that the computation
of our Hecke algebras can be simpli¢ed. Roughly speaking, the problem can be
reduced either to the case where G0  CGG is a general linear group GL de¢ned
over a ¢nite extension F of k0, or to the case where G0 is a product of unitary groups
(without GL-factors). In Section 6 we computeH when G0 is of the form GL, and in
Section 7 we treat the other cases.
Throughout this paper, since we will keep referring to [K1], we keep all the
notation and continue with the numbering from it without further reference. In par-
ticular, this paper begins with Section 5.
In [K2], we will compute Hecke algebras when rS is not necessarily a character for
S  G; I 00; 1.
Summary from Part I
We brie£y summarize the construction of JS; rS in [K1]. The following notation
and conventions are from [K1]. They are valid throughout this paper.
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
Let k be a p-adic ¢eld of characteristic 0 with involution s0 and let k0 be the s0-¢xed
sub¢eld. We will denote s0x by xs0 . Let Ok0 be the ring of integers of k0 with its
maximal ideal pk0 and let pk0 be a generator for pk0 . Let Fq  Ok0=pk0 be its residue
¢eld. For a ¢nite extension E of k0, let eE  eE=k0 be its rami¢cation index over
k0 and fE  f E=k0 be the residue degree. We also de¢ne OE ; pE ; pE and FqE
similarly. We denote the algebraic closure of k by k.
Let V be a ¢nite-dimensional vector space over k. If V is equipped with a
nondegenerate e-Hermitian form h ; i such that hv;wi  ehw; vis0 (e  1 or ÿ1),
we let G denote GV ; h ; i, the connected component of the group of isometries
of h ; i on V . Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Note that we let G and g act on V from
the right. We note that there is an anti-involution s on EndV , de¢ned by the
equation
hvx;wi  hv;wxsi for v;w 2 V and x 2 EndkV :
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The group G is characterized as the connected component of
g 2 GLV  j hvg;wgi  hv;wi for all v;w 2 V 	  g 2 GLV  j gs  gÿ1 	
and its Lie algebra g is characterized as
y 2 EndV  j hvy;wi  hv;wyi  0 for all v;w 2 V 	
 y 2 EndV  j ys  ÿy 	:
For x 2 Q and a 2 Z, de¢ne bxca  baxc=a where bxc is the greatest integer not
greater than x, that is, bxc  maxfy 2 Z j yW xg. Let dxe be the least integer not
less than x, that is,dxe  minfy 2 Z j yX xg. De¢ne also dxea as daxe=a.
Remarks. In [K1], we note that a k-linear space V equipped with h ; ik can also be
regarded as an E-linear space with sesquilinear form h ; i
E
where E=k is a ¢nite
extension. In these cases, we let GV=E, gV=E denote a group and its Lie algebra
over E associated to V ; h ; i
E
.








pÿ 1 ; 3:2:3
from now on, we assume that k and V satisfy the above inequality.
S1. S  G; I 00; 1
S1.1. SEMISIMPLE ELEMENT G AND TAMELY RAMIFIED TORI
Let G 2 g be a semisimple element and let t be a maximal torus in g which is
maximally k0-split among tori in g containing G. Let T be the torus in G with
Lie algebra t. Let At and AT be the subalgebra of EndkV  generated by t
and T respectively. Then At  AT and since k satis¢es (3.2.3), it can be written
as a direct sum of tamely rami¢ed extensions over k. On the other hand, as




Vi ' At  AT; 1
where Vi  Fi      Fi for some tamely rami¢ed extension Fi over k with
involution si and where each Vi is equipped with a sesquilinear form fVi such that
h ; i PTrFi=k  fVi . We can write Vi with respect to Witt basis (with respect to
a ¢xed ordering) as follows;





Vi  Vÿi  Fdii      F 1i  Fÿ1i      Fÿdii 2
with Vi a maximal isotropic subspace in V and V
ÿ
i its dual with respect to fVi and
where
Vdi  0; F di or F d1i  F d2i ; and Vd
0








We refer to Section 1.4 for details and notation. Then under the above identi¢cations
(1) and (2), G 2 t can be written as G     ; gi; . . . ; gi;ÿgsii ; . . . ;ÿgsii ;   with gi 2 Fi













i  GLVi =Fi or GVi; fVi : 3
From now on, we assume G; t satis¢es (P) (recall it is de¢ned in (1.3.2)).
The construction of JS; rS is based on the data S which consists of three
ingredients G;P00; R (see Section 1.5); G is a semisimple element in g with G; t
satisfying (P),P00 is a parahoric subgroup in CGG and R is a cuspidal representation
of the reductive quotient of P00. Here, we restrict our attention to the special cases
considered in this paper. From now on, we let S  G; I 00; 1 be as follows:
G  a semisimple element in g with G; t satisfying (P);
HS I 00  a minimal parahoric subgroup of CGG as in Section 1.5;
1  the trivial character of I 00:
Note that we label such S  G; I 00; 1 as HS.
S2. Construction of JS; rS
Recall that we have a useful list of notation and de¢nitions in (2.1.1). We will use
them throughout this paper.






On each t-root space eMtn, we have a lattice structure induced from fractional ideals in
~F tn . However, to produce a lattice in g, we need to work with `shifted' (by
1
2 an)
lattices as in (2.3.3) due to nonself-duality of lattices associated to the parahoric
subgroups P00. That is, for any s 2 Q, the lattice eMtns  eM0tn s 12 an corresponds
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to pns
~F tn
where ns  e ~F tn =k0  s 12 an
 
with an de¢ned in (2.1.1). Then the following
















eM0tn s 12 anÿ :
Let YG andY0G be de¢ned as in (3.3.3). For our cases whenS is as in HS and rS is a
character, we note that YG  Y0G. More explicitly, we have
YG  Y0G  K01 
X
eMtn 6g0
eMtn 12 ÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gjÿ ;
where K01  g0 \ AG0. Then in (3.3.3), the open compact subgroup JS is de¢ned as
JS  I 00  YG  I 00  Y 0G, where YG  expYG and Y 0G  expY0G.
On Y 0G, G de¢nes a character as wGy  yTrG logy for y 2 Y 0G where y is the
additive character with the conductor Ok0 ¢xed in (2.4.1). Now we extend this
to the whole JS as a character. For a given G, we ¢x a character wG of the maximal
compact subgroup T0 of T, which coincides with wG on T0 \ Y 0G and which is






1 is the maximal pro-p
subgroup of I 00. We still denote this extended character by w

G





to JS as follows;
ew
G




b for t  b 2 I 00  Y 0G: 1
In our case when rS is a character with S  G; I 00; 1, we have rS ewG
PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Let S  G; I 00; 1 be as in HS. Let eW 0 be the af¢ne Weyl
group of G0. Then we have SuppH  JSG0JS  JS eW 0JS andHG==JS ; rS is spanned
by functions fw whose support is a single double coset JSwJS with w 2 eW 0.Moreover, fw
is unique up to multiplication by a constant.
5. Preliminaries
Let CGG  G0 
Q
G0i be as in (1.4.3) (or S1). In this section, we will show that
for any S as in HS, HG==JS; rS is isomorphic to a smaller Hecke algebra
HMS==JS \MS; rSjMS for an appropriate Levi subgroup MS of G. In Section
5.1, we recall results from [BK2]. We remark that the results summarized in
(5.1.3) [BK2, R] are valid for any connected reductive group de¢ned over a
p-adic ¢eld.
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5.1. SOME RESULTS OF BUSHNELL AND KUTZKO
5.1.1. Notation and De¢nitions
Let M be a proper Levi subgroup of G and let P be a parabolic subgroup with its Levi
decomposition P MN. Let N be the opposite unipotent radical of N relative to M
and let P MN. For any subgroup J of G and its representation r, we denote
JN  J \N; JN  J \N; JM  J \M: rM  rjJM:
(1) If we have J  JNJMJN, we say that J is decomposed with respect to M;P.
(2) We also say J; r is decomposed with respect to M;P if J is decomposed with
respect to M;P and the groups JN, JN are both contained in the kernel of r.
5.1.2. Let J be an open compact subgroup of G and let r be its irreducible
representation. Let H  HG==J; r be the Hecke algebra associated to J; r. This
is the convolution algebra on the space of all compactly supported functions
f : Gÿ!Endr, which transform via r under left and right translations by J. That
is, f  jgj0  r jf gr j0 for g 2 G and j; j0 2 J. The convolution ? is de¢ned by
f1 ? f2g 
Z
G
f1xf2xÿ1g dx for f1; f2 2 H: 1
It also carries a natural involution  and an inner product  ; . They are de¢ned as
follows: for f ; f1; f2 2 H,
f g  f gÿ1; f1; f2  Trf1 ? f 2 1 2
where f gÿ1 is the adjoint of f gÿ1 in the sense of Hilbert space operators.
Convention. For any Hecke algebraHG==J; r of the above form, we assume the
convolution ? is de¢ned with respect to a normalized Haar measure with volJ  1.
The following results can be found in [BK2; Theorem 7.2 (ii)] and [R; Proposition
5.1]:
THEOREM 5.1.3 [BK2, R]. Let J; r be a pair of an open compact subgroup J of G
and its irreducible representation r. Suppose that there is a proper Levi subgroup
M such that J; r is decomposed with respect to M;P and suppose also that
SuppHG==J; r  JMJ. Let the Haar measures on G (resp. M) be normalized
such that the volume of J (resp. JM) is 1.
(1) Let t be the map from HM==JM; rM to HG==J; r de¢ned by tf  jmj0 
r jf mr j0 for f 2 HM==JM; rM. Then t is an algebra isomorphism and t
preserves supports of functions in the sense that Supptf   J  Suppf   J:
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(2) Let dP be the modulus function de¢ned by dPm  jdetAdmjLieNj for m 2M.
Thenet:HM==JM; rM ÿ!HG==J; r de¢ned by
etf   td12P  f  for f 2 HM==JM; rM
is a -preserving, support-preserving L2-isomorphism of C-algebras.
5.2. REDUCING TO SIMPLER COMPUTATIONS
In this section, we will ¢nd appropriate Levi subgroups and parabolic subgroups of
G satisfying the conditions in (5.1.3) to simplify our computation. Basically, we will
show that H is isomorphic to a tensor product of smaller Hecke algebras. Then
it will be enough to describe each smaller Hecke algebra.
5.2.1. Let G0 QG0i as in (1.4.3). By rearranging factors in (1.4.3), we can write
V  V  V0  Vÿ
such that G0 acts as a product of GL-factors on V and Vÿ and as a product of
nontrivial (i.e. they are not GL) unitary groups on V0. For example, we can
put V 
P0 Vi , V0 P00 Vi where P0 is over i's with G0i isomorphic to
GLdi Fi and
P00 is over i's with G0i not of GL type. Then we note that h ; i is trivial
on V and Vÿ, and it is nondegenerate on V  Vÿ and V0. Let Pa be the parabolic
subgroup associated to the £ag F :F  V  F 0  V0  Vÿ  Fÿ  Vÿ and let
Ma and Na be its Levi subgroup and its unipotent radical respectively. Then
we have
Ma  g 2 G j Ve  g  Ve; for e  ÿ; 0;
 	
;
Pa MaNa  g 2 G j F e  g  F e; for e  ÿ; 0;
 	
:
Note that Pa is a proper subgroup only when V and Vÿ are nontrivial.
PROPOSITION 5.2.2. JS; rS is decomposed with respect to Ma;Pa.
Proof. Let pa; ma; na and na be the Lie algebras of Pa; Ma; Na and Na
respectively. Note that g0  LieG0  ma and na; na  g0?. Since
logJSNa  na  g0?, from the construction of rS (see S2 or (3.4.2)), we see
JSNa  kerrS. Similarly, JSNa  kerrS. Now we show that JS is
decomposable with respect to Ma;Pa. Let JS  I 00  YG as in (3.3.3). Then from
(3.3.2), we can write
JS  I 00  Yr0   Y1; where Yi  expYi:
Since I 00  G0 Ma, we can write I 00  I 00NaI 00Ma I 00Nawith I 00Na  I 00Na  1 and
hence I 00 is decomposed with respect to Ma;Pa. We claim each Yr is also
decomposed with respect to Ma;Pa:
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LEMMA 5.2.3. Yr  YrNa YrMa YrNa .
Proof. For y 2 Yr, write logy  Xna  Xma  Xna with Xna 2 na \ Yr,Xma 2
ma \ Yr and Xna 2 na \ Yr. Then y  z1y1  ~z1 ~y1 with z1  ~z1  expXna and
y1  ~y1  expÿXnay. Again, writing log~y1  X1na  X
1
ma
 X1na , we note that X1na




and write y  z2y2 with z2  ~z1 ~z2 and y2  ~y1 ~y2. Repeating above process,we see
zj (resp. yj) converges to an element of YrNa (resp. Yr \ Pa). It can be easily checked
that Yr \ Pa  YrMaYrNa . Hence we have Yr  YrNaYrMa YrNa . &
Going back to the proof of (5.2.2), since Yi's are normalized by I 00, we can write JS as














Now we have JSa  I 00a
QYia for a 2 fNa;Ma;Nag and JS is decomposed with
respect to Ma;Pa. &
5.2.4. From (4.2.1), we have SuppHG==JS; rS  JSG0JS. Since G0 Ma and thus
SuppHG==JS; rS  JSMaJS, we can apply (5.1.3) and de¢neet:HMa==JSMa ;
rSMa  ÿ!HG==JS; rS as in (5.1.3)^(2). Moreover, et is a -preserving, sup-
port-preserving L2-isomorphism of C-algebras. Hence we can reduce the compu-
tation of HG==JS; rS to that of HMa==JSMa ; rSMa . Note that Ma is a
direct product
Ma Ms M0  GLV=k GV0; 1
where
Ms  GLV=k Ma \ GLV=k  f1V0 g GLVÿ=k
 
and
M0  f1V g GV0  f1Vÿ g
(recall GVi is de¢ned in (1.4.3)). Note that Ma is embedded in GLV=k
GV0 GLVÿ=k, however, the third component is determined by the ¢rst
component in GLV=k. From construction, we observe
JSMa ' JSMs  JSM0 ;
where JSM0  JSMa \M0 and JSMs  JSMa \Ms. We can also write
rSMa ' rSs 
 rS0
for some irreducible representations rSs, rS0 of JSMs , JSM0 respectively. Con-
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sider the map
Z0:HMs==JSMs ; rSs 
 HM0==JSM0 ; rS0 ÿ! HMa==JSMa ; rSMa
fs 
 f0 7 ÿ! f 2
with f de¢ned by f msm0  fsmsf0m0  f0m0fsms  f m0ms. Then it can be
easily checked that Z0 is a -preserving, support-preserving L2-isomorphism of
C-algebras. Hence it is enough to describe each factor HMs==JSMs ; rSs and
HM0==JSM0 ; rS0.







runs over i with G0i of GL-type
and Vÿ can be written in a similar way. Moreover, Vi  diFi for some tamely
rami¢ed extension Fi over k and G0i  GLdi Fi. Let Pb be the parabolic subgroup
in Ms associated to the £ag F :V  F 1  F 2      Fm01  0 with F j 
m0ijVi . Let Mb and Nb be its Levi subgroup and unipotent radical of Pb respectively.
Then
Pb  g 2Ms j F j  g  F j; for j  1; . . . ;m0
 	
;
Mb  fg 2Ms j Vi  g  Vi ; for i  1; . . . ;m0g;
Nb  fg 2 Pb j F j
F j1ÿ   g  IdF j=F j1 ; for j  1; . . . ;m0g: 1
Note that G0i is contained in Mb. From the construction of JS; rS, we see that
JS \Nb and JS \NPb are contained in the kernel of rS. Proceeding as in
(5.2.2)^(5.2.4), we can prove JSMs ; rs is decomposed with respect to Mb;Pb.
To prove (5.2.3) in this situation, we can apply the proof of (5.2.3) inductively. Hence
JSMs 
Qm0
i1JSMi where Mi  GLVi =k, JSMi  JSMs \Mi and rSjMb 
rS1 
    
 rSm0 for some character rSi of JSMi . Hence we have
HMs==JSMs ; rSs '
Om0
i1
HMi==JSMi ; rSi: 2
5.2.6. Summarizing (5.2.4)^(5.2.5), there is a -preserving, support-preserving
L2-isomorphisms of C-algebras:
~t:H MS==JSMS ; rSMS




H Mi==JSMi ; rSi
ÿ ÿ!H MS==JSMS ; rSMSÿ :
Here ~t is de¢ned as in (5.1.3)^(2). More precisely, since SuppHG==JS; rS 
JSG0JS from (4.2.1) and G0 MS, we can apply (5.1.3). Hence we can de¢ne et
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as in (5.1.3)^(2) with M;P  MS;PS, where PS is the parabolic subgroup with its
Levi subgroup MS 
Qm0




H Mi==JSMi ; rSi
ÿ ÿ!HG==JS; rS
is given by ~Zf0 
 f1 




mQi fimi for m  m0m1   mm0 , mi 2Mi
and Suppf   JSmJS. Hence, it is enough to describe each Hecke algebra
HMi==JSMi ; rSi.
To prove the main theorem, we claim that it is enough to prove that there is a
-preserving, support-preserving L2-isomorphism ~Zi between HMi==JSMi ; rSi
and HG0i==I 00i; xi for some tamely rami¢ed character xi of I 00i (see (7.3.1) for
de¢nition).









ixi, it is obvious that the map ~Z0:HG0==I 00; w ÿ!
i HG0i==I 00i; xi de¢ned by
f 7 ÿ!
i f jI 00i is a -preserving, support-preserving L2-isomorphism. Composing
~Z0, 
i ~Zi and ~Z, we will see that Z de¢ned by ~Z  
i ~Zi
ÿ   ~Z0 is a -preserving, sup-
port-preserving L2-isomorphism of C-algbras from HG0==I 00; w to HG==JS; rS.
Note that M0  GV0 and for i  1; . . . ;m0, Mi is isomorphic to GLVi =k and is
a proper Levi subgroup of GVi (see (1.4.3) for notation). Hence to describe each
HMi==JSMi ; rSi, we may assume that we have one of the following cases:
Let S  G; I 00; 1 as in HS and MS is the Levi subgroup associated to S as above.
Case 1: MS ' GLV=k. Equivalently, G0 is isomorphic to GLV=F .




Remark. 5.2.7. Note that MS is the smallest Levi subgroup in G containing G0.
From (5.2.6), we see MS is a proper subgroup of G unless V  V0, that is, it is proper
when there is G0i isomorphic to GLdF . In this case, G0=ZG does not have compact
center. Hence via the L2-isomorphism Z of C-algebras in (5.2.6), we see that there
is no discrete series containing JS; rS.
6. Computation: G0  GLdF
Let S  G; I 00; 1 be as in HS. In this chapter, we consider the case
G0  GLV=F  ' GLV=F   GLd F . To simplify notation, we will identify
G0 with GLV=F . We also drop 1's from 1; 1; a; b 2 U. For computation, we need
to describe root spaces more explicitly. In the following section, we describe root
spaces and the action of the af¢ne Weyl group of G0 on those root spaces.
6.1. AFFINE WEYL GROUPS AND ROOT SPACES IN glV=k
6.1.1. From now on, we ¢x the order of the basis over F as follows:
V  F 1      Fd with F  F 1      Fd :
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Note that this ordering is reverse to what we have in Section 1.5.A (or S1.1). Recall
from Section 1.5, we have chosen an Iwahori subgroup in G0 as a stabilizer of


























More explicitly, we have
Mtab  F  tab  F ' FtF  ~F tn









F  tab  F :
Recall each Mtab  F  tab  F is a t-root space de¢ned over k where t acts via the
adjoint action as
adtx  ta  xÿ x  tb for t  t1; . . . ; tn 2 t; x 2Mtab:
LetF0,F0 andD
0 be the sets of roots, positive roots and simple roots respectively. We
will use same notations F0, F0 and D
0 for those sets of corresponding root spaces in
g0. Let F be the set of k-rational root spaces in GLV=k. Then we can ¢nd
F; F0; F0; D
0 as follows:
F  Mtab j a; b  1; . . . ; d; t 2 Galn
 	
;
F0  M1ab 2 F
 	
;
F0  M1ab 2 F0 j a < b
 	
;
D0  M1ab 2 F0 j b  a 1; a  1; . . . ; d ÿ 1
 	
:
We recall af¢ne root systems for GLdF  [BT,IM]. Let F0aff and D0aff be the sets of
af¢ne roots and af¢ne simple roots respectively. We again use the same notation
for the sets in g0. Let 1=eFZ be the value group of F=k. Then we have











For each M1abb  g0, we have the corresponding subgroup N1abb  expM1abb in
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G0. Then the Iwahori subgroup I 00 (see (1.5.1)) can be written as











where T0 is the maximal compact subgroup of T.
6.1.2. Let eW 0  NG0 T=T0 be the af¢neWeyl group of GLdF . For a  1; . . . ; d ÿ 1,
let sa be the simple re£ection with its corresponding af¢ne space M1a;a10 and let sd
be the extended Weyl element corresponding to an af¢ne space M1d11=eF . That
is, sa is the elementary transposition in G0 which switches rows a and a 1 and







Let eW 00 be the group generated by the images of S  fsi j i  1; . . . ; dg in eW 0. LetO be
the subgroup of eW 0 normalizing I 00. That is, O  w 2 eW 0 j Ad _wI 00  I 00n o where _w is












Then Adtsa  saÿ1, Adts1  sd , and we have a semi-direct product decompositioneW 0  eW 00 jO:
Notation. From now on, if there is no confusion, we will use the same notation w
for both an element w of eW 0 and its representative _w in NG0 T.
6.1.3. On each k-rational root space Mtab for a 6 b and on each Mtabb with a 6 b or
a  b and b > 0, the exponential map is well de¢ned. Denote
Ntab  expMtab; Ntabb  expMtabb: 1
If a 6 b, Ntab and Ntabb become subgroups. If t  1, N1ab (resp. N1abb) is a usual root
subgroup (resp. an af¢ne root subgroup) in G0 with respect to T.
Let T tx;y  x  tab  y be an element of Mtabb for x; y 2 F with ordx  ordyX b
(see (2.2.3)). Let s be an element in S, then we have Adsx  tab  y 2Mtsa;sb as
follows:
Adsx  tab  y  x  tsa;sb  y; if s 2 S n fsdg;pd1aÿdda
F
x  tsa;sb  ypddbÿd1bF ; if s  sd ;

2
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where dab is the Kronecker's delta function and where s 2 S acts on f1; . . . ; dg as a
permutation.
6.2. IWAHORI HECKE ALGEBRA OF GLn
Since we will establish an isomorphism between H  H MS==JS; rSMS
ÿ 
and the
Iwahori Hecke algebra H0  HG0==I 00; 1 of G0  GLdF , we brie£y describe
the Iwahori Hecke algebraH0 of GLdF . Let eW 0  eW 00 jO be the af¢ne Weyl group
of GLd F  in (6.1.2). Let l be the length function de¢ned on eW 0; for w 2 eW 0, lw is
de¢ned such that I 00wI 00: I 00  qlwF . Note that H0 is linearly spanned by
hew j w 2 eW 0i where ew is the unique function inH0 with support I 00wI 00 and eww  1.
The following result describes H0 in terms of generators and relations.
THEOREM 6.2.1 [IM]. The algebra H0 is generated by
es; s 2 S  fs1; . . . ; sd ; tg:
The elements ew, w 2 eW 0 satisfy the relations
(L) ew ? ew0  eww0 if lww0  lw  lw0;
(Q) es ? es  qF e1  qF ÿ 1es; s 2 S:
Here, qF denotes the cardinality of the residue ¢eld of F .
We note that the following two relations are resulted from (L):
(B) (i) esi ? esj  esj ? esi if ji ÿ jj > 1 mod d;
(ii) esi ? esi1 ? esi  esi1 ? esi ? esi1 ; i mod d;
(T) (i) eti ? etj  etij ;
(ii) et ? esi  esiÿ1 ? et; i mod d:
In the following theorem, let m (resp. m0) denote a normalized Haar measure on MS
(resp. G0) with mJSMS  1 (resp. m0I 00  1).
THEOREM 6.2.2.LetS  G; I 00; 1 be as in HS, supposeG0  CGG ' GLd F  for
some tamely rami¢ed extension F over k. Let eW 0 be the af¢ne Weyl group of G0 with




and let ew 2 H0 with eww  1 and Suppew  I 00wI 00. Let fw 2 H with fww  1 and
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is a character of O
F
such that rSjI 00 ewG  det (recall that
rS factors through determinant on I
0
0). Then Z is a -preserving, support-preserving
L2-isomorphism of C-algebras.
Notation. To ¢nd an isomorphism between HMS==JSMS ; rSMS and
HG0==I 00; 1 where MS ' GLV=k, we identify MS with GLV=k and regard
JSMS as a subgroup of GLV=k. From now on, in case there is no worry about
confusion, we will drop the subscript MS . For example,we will just write JS; rS
for JSMS ; rSMS .
Proof of Theorem 6.2.2. Note that from (4.2.6), Z in Theorem 6.2.2 is a linear
isomorphism. Since we have
ew  ewÿ1 ; f w  fwÿ1 and Cw  Cwÿ1 ;







fwgfw0 g d g
 dw;w0m0I 00wI 00  ew; ew0 ;
Z is an L2-isomorphism. From the following Lemma, we see that Z is support-
preserving, that is, SuppZew  JSMSSuppewJSMS .
LEMMA 6.2.3. For w 2 eW 0, JSwJS \G0  I 00wI 00.
Proof. Assume that I 00wI
0
0 is strictly contained in JSwJS \G0. Then since
G0  I 00 eW 0I 00 and I 00  JS, there should be w0 2 eW 0 with w0 6 w such that
I 00w
0I 00  JSwJS. Then we can write
w0  j1wj2; for some j1; j2 2 JS: 1
For any t 2 T0, we have Adw0t  Ad j1wj2t and thus
wtÿ1wÿ1jÿ11 w0tw0ÿ1j1  wtÿ1j2tjÿ12 wÿ1: 2
Since wtÿ1wÿ1jÿ11 w0tw0ÿ1j1 2 JS for any t 2 T0, we also have wtÿ1j2tjÿ12 wÿ1 2 JS
for all t 2 T0. Now, observing the Ad action of the torus T0 and eW 0 on JS, we see that
wj2wÿ1 2 JS. Combining with (1), w0wÿ1  j1wj2wÿ1 2 JS \G0 \NG0 T0   T0.
Hence, w  w0 and it contradicts the assumption. &
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Now, it is left to prove that Z is an algebra isomorphism. In Section 6.3, we will
show it by verifying the relations (L), (Q), (B) and (T) for H corresponding to those
for H0 in (6.2.1).
6.3. H  HMS==JSMS ; rS
Recall that since our rS is a character, we have YG  Y 0G, JS  J 0S (see (3.3.3) and
(3.4.2)). Let e  eF=k0 be the rami¢cation index of F over k0. For t 2 Galn, let
bt 
1
2 ÿ1ÿ ordgt ÿ g; if t 6=1,
1
2e ; if t=1.
(
Here, gt denotes the Galois conjugate of g under t. Since rS is a character and
YG  Y 0G , for any t 2 Galn, we have Mtnbt Mtnbt :
PROPOSITION 6.3.1.
L If lww0  lw  lw0 for w;w0 2 eW 0;













be a character of O
F
as in 6:2:2 note thatew
G
ÿ1  1 or ÿ 1:
fsi ? fsi  qF f1 ewG ÿ1qF ÿ 1fsi ; si 2 S n fsdg;
fsd ? fsd  Csd qF f1 ewGÿ1  C12sd  qF ÿ 1fsd :
B (i) ~fsi ? ~fsj  ~fsj ? ~fsi if ji ÿ jj > 1 mod d
(ii) ~fsi ? ~fsi1 ? ~fsi  ~fsi1 ? ~fsi ? ~fsi1 ; i mod d:
(T) (i) ~fti ? ~ft j  ~ftij
(ii) ~ft ? ~fsi  ~fsiÿ1 ? ~ft; i mod d
where
Cw  mJSwJSm0I 00wI 00




for any w 2 eW 0.
We ¢rst note that (B) and (T) follow from (L). In (6.3.2)^(6.3.4), we will prove the
relation (L) in the Proposition 6.3.1.
LEMMA 6.3.2. Let w;w0 2 eW 0. If lww0  lw  lw0, then JSwJSw0JS\
JSG0JS  JSww0JS.
Proof. We will ¢nd an open compact subgroup ~J containing JS, which behaves
similarly as I 00 does under the action of Weyl group. Let ~J p be the Ok-lattice de¢ned
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as follows:






Mtabbt ÿ 1e : 1
We note that ~J p is closed under Lie bracket. From the assumption on k, we can
de¢ne ~Jp  exp ~J p. Then ~J  I 00  ~Jp. Note that JS  ~J. Since I 00  ~J and
G0 \ ~J  I 00, ~JG0 ~J  [w2eW 0 ~Jw ~J. Moreover, we can also check that for any
w 2 eW 0,  ~Jw ~J \G0  I 00wI 00 as in (6.2.3).







Mtabbt ÿ 1e :
Then we note that ~J 1  I01 and from (6.1.3)^(6.1.2), ~Jt behaves in a similar way as
I01 does with respect to the Weyl group action. If lww0  lw  lw0 as in Lemma,
we have I 00wI
0
0w
0I 00  I 00ww0I 00 and equivalently, for any M1ab, we have
AdwM1ab \ ~J1  ~J1 or Adw0ÿ1M1ab \ ~J1  ~J1. Similarly,
AdwMtab \ ~Jt  ~Jt  ~Jp or Adw0ÿ1Mtab \ ~Jt  ~Jt  ~Jp
and, hence, ~Jw ~Jw0 ~J  ~Jww0 ~J. Now we have
JSwJSw0JS  ~Jw ~Jw0 ~J  ~Jww0 ~J
and
JSwJSw0JS \ JSG0JS  ~Jw ~Jw0 ~J \ JSG0JS
  ~Jww0 ~J \ JSG0JS  JSww0JS:
Hence
JSwJSw0JS  \ JSG0JS  JSww0JS: &
The following is an immediate consequence of (6.3.2).
COROLLARY 6.3.3. If lww0  lw  lw0 for w;w0 2 eW 0, fw ? fw0 is a constant
multiple of fww0 .
6.3.4. Going back to the proof of (6.3.1)^(L), from (6.3.3), we see that









where each jS and j0S varies over coset representatives
lw  JS JS \ wJSwÿ1

; lw0  JS \ w0ÿ1JSw0
/
JS; 1
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respectively. Then
mJSwJS  ]lw; mJSw0JS  ]lw0 :
Note that we may assume that jS and j0S are unipotent. Now we can ¢nd c as follows:














fw0 wÿ1jÿ1S ww0 
X
lw;w0
rSwÿ1jÿ1S ww0j0Sÿ1w0ÿ1  ] lw;w0
ÿ 
where
lw;w0   jS; j0S 2 lw  lw0 j wÿ1jÿ1S ww0j0Sÿ1w0ÿ1 2 JS
n o
:
Here, rSwÿ1jÿ1S ww0j0Sÿ1w0ÿ1  1 since detwÿ1jÿ1S ww0j0Sÿ1w0ÿ1  1. Computing
] lw;w0
ÿ 
, if wÿ1jÿ1S ww
0j0S
ÿ1w0ÿ1  j 2 JS, from (6.3.2), we should have j  xy where
x; y 2 JS with wxwÿ1; w0ÿ1yw0 2 JS. Then we have
wÿ1jSwxwÿ1ww0w0ÿ1yw0j0Sÿ1w0ÿ1  1
and, hence, from (1), we may assume that x  y  1. Then we see that
]lw]lw0 
] lw;w0
ÿ ÿ 2  mJSww0JS:
Since ]lw  mJSwJS and ]lw0   mJSw0JS, we have
] lw;w0




and the relation (6.3.1)^(L) is proved. &
In rest of this section, we will basically prove (6.3.1)^(Q).








where jS and j0S vary over










J Sp \ sdJ Spsd;
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denominator is normalized by its numerator, our notation is harmless. We can
choose jS; j0S 2 lsd such that they are of the following form:












































Mtabbt \ sdJSpsd . In a matrix form, jS mod JS \ sdJSsd) can be written as
jS 





















where A Pdÿ1j2 Pt 61 atdj  Pt 61 atjd . We can write j0S in a similar way.
Now ¢nding the support of fsd ? fsd , we ¢rst note that Suppfsd ? fsd   JSsdJSsdJS.
LEMMA 6.3.6. JSsdJSsdJS  \ JSG0JS  JS [ JSsdJS:
Proof. If JSsdJSsdJS   JS [ JSsdJS, we have w 2
eW 0 n f1; sdg such that
sd jSsd j2  j1w q4
for some j1; j2 2 JS and jS in the above form (q3). For simplicity, denote sd jSsd by js.




0  I 00 [ I 00sdI 00, we may assume Z  0 in jS.
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Now for any t 2 T0, we have Ad jsj2t  Ad j1wt and
js Adtjsÿ1  t Adjstÿ1j2tjÿ12   j1 Adwt  jÿ11 : 1
Observing that js normalizes JSp from direct computation, we see that
t Adjstÿ1j2tjÿ12 
ÿ  2 JS; for all t 2 T0:
Since we also have j1 Adwt  jÿ11 2 JS, from (1), we have js Adtjsÿ1 2 JS for all
t 2 T0, which implies js 2 JS. From w  jÿ11 jsj2 2 JS \ eW 0, w  1 which is a con-
tradiction. Hence the Lemma follows. &
Now since Suppfsd ? fsd   JSsdJSsdJS \ JSG0JS, (6.3.6) implies that fsd ? fsd is
a linear combination of f1 and fsd , that is,
fsd ? fsd  c1 f1  c2 fsd q5
for some constants c1 and c2.
Since m0I 00sdI 00  qF , we can ¢nd c1 and c2 as follows;
c1  fsd ? fsd 1 
Z
GLV=k








 mJSsdJS  Csd  qF


















Since fsd sd jSsd 6 0 (if and) only if sd jSsd 2 JSsdJS,
c2 
X





rSsd jSsd j0Ssd: q7
To ¢nd the condition on jS; j0S such that sd jSsd j
0
Ssd 2 JSsdJS, we compute sd jSsd j0Ssd
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explicitly. For simplicity of notation, let Z  Z0pF ; Z0  Z00pF :We will write down
only terms of nontrivial contribution:






































1 P ati1pÿ1F 











.   . .. ...















From (q8), sd jSsd j0Ssd 2 JS if and only if




























0  0; for i  2; . . . ; d ÿ 1: q9







































; for i  2; . . . ; d ÿ 1:
q10
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Then (q8) becomes














d1            
..
. . .





1 P ati1pÿ1F 
 P btdi   ..
.
..
.   . .. ...
















Recall that y is de¢ned in (2.4.1). Then































































Second equality follows from (2.4.3). Note that 2 comes from components of G and
Ms in GLVÿ. Then (q7) becomes
c2 ewGÿ1 XYdÿ1
i2











































  ! ! !
ew
G











i1 and Z0 satisfying (q9). From (q6) and (q11), we get the quadratic relation (Q)
for sd .
6.3.7. Proof of (6.3.1)^(Q) continued.Now assume i 6 d. The computation is simi-
lar to the case i  d, but it is simpler. Note that Csi  1 for si 2 S n fsdg. We also note
that AdsiYG  YG. Then since I 00siI 00siI 00  I 00 [ I 00siI 00 and I 00  JS, we have
JSsiJSsiJS  JSsiI 00siJS  JS [ JSsiJS and JSsiJSsiJS \ JSG0JS  JS [ JSsiJS.
Hence we have
JSsiJSsiJS  \ JSG0JS  JS [ JSsiJS:
Then, again we can write
fsi ? fsi  c1f1  c2fsi
for some constants c1; c2. In this case,
lsi  JS JS \ siJSsi




and we can similarly (but simpler) compute
fsi ? fsi  qF f1 ewGÿ1qF ÿ 1fsi : &
6.3.8. Finally, comparing (6.2.1) and (6.3.1), we see that Z de¢ned in Theorem 6.2.2 is
an algebra isomorphism. Combining this with the previous remarks in the beginning
of the proof of (6.2.2), now Theorem 6.2.2 is proved. &
7. Computation: G0 Qmi1Umi Fi=ki
In this Section, we assume that G0  Qmi1 Umi Fi=ki without GL-factors where ki is
a ¢xed sub¢eld of Fi under its involution si. Then Fi: ki  1 or 2. In the ¢rst
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two sections, we describe af¢ne root systems and af¢ne Weyl groups more explicitly.
Those are necessary in order to see our computation in Section 7.4 explicitly. In
Section 7.3, we give a brief description on tamely rami¢edHecke algebras. In Section
7.4, we show that our Hecke algebra HG==JS; rS is isomorphic to some tamely
rami¢ed Hecke algebra on G0.
7.1. AFFINE ROOT SYSTEMS
7.1.1. Let GVi be a subgroup of G which consists of isometries on Vi; h ; ijVi  and let
gVi be its Lie algebra. Let ti  gVi \ t and Ti  GVi \ T with Vi  miFi. Then
we can write t and G as follows:
t  t1  t2      tm;
G  G1  G2      Gm







Vi  Vdi  Vÿi  V d
0
i :
Let di be dimFi Vi   dimFi Vÿi . Then we decompose Vi further as in (1.5.0), that is,
Vi  Vi  V di  Vÿi  V d
0






0-th component in Vi regarded as a vector space over Fi and where
V di and V
d0




i are dual to each other





XeMtn  tXeMtn 1
be the decomposition as in (2.2.8) where
P
runs over nontrivial t-spaces eMtn. Recall
from (2.1.1)^(5),
U  n  i; j; i0; j0 i; j  1; . . . ;m;i0 2 Ixi; j0 2 Ixj
 n  ns: 2
We will ¢nd k0-rational roots in each factor g0i  umi of g0 and gVi. Restricting to
each gVi, (1) becomes




runs over n  i; i; i0; j0 2 U, t 2 Galsn with n; t 6 i; i; i0; i0; 1.
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7.1.3. Let n be i; j; i0; j0 as before. To each k0-rational root space eMtn with i 6 j or
i0 6 j0, we de¢ne Ntn as follows;
Ntn  exp eMtn :
Recall that an is de¢ned in (2.1.1). Note that exp is well de¢ned. To each eMtnb with
i 6 j or i0 6 j0, we associate Ntnb as follows;
Ntnb  exp eMtnb   exp eM0tn b an2  :
When i  j and i0  j0, for b > 0, this is again well de¢ned due to the assumption
(3.2.3) on residue characteristic of k. As before, if t  1, i  j and i0 6 j0, then
N1n and N
1
nb are usual root subgroups.
7.1.4. Write G0i  GVi; fVi . Then fVi belongs to one of the following cases. Recall
notation from Section 1.4:
(A) fVi is e-Hermitian with Fi=ki unrami¢ed,
(A1) Vi0  0.
(A2) di0  1 and Vi0  Vdi 6 0.
(A3) di0  1 and Vi0  Vd
0
i 6 0.
(A4) Vi0 6 0 with di0  2.
(B) fVi is e-Hermitian with Fi=ki rami¢ed,
(B1) Vi0  0.
(B2) Vi0 6 0 with di0  1.
(B3) Vi0 6 0 with di0  2.
(C) fVi is 1-symmetric with s0  1.
(C1) Vi0  0.
(C2) V di 6 0 and Vd
0
i  0.
(C3) V di  0 and Vd
0
i 6 0.
(C4) V di 6 0 and Vd
0
i 6 0.
(D) fVi is ÿ1-symmetric, i.e., symplectic with s0  1.
In (7.1.5) and (7.1.6), we will explicitly describe af¢ne roots in g0i with respect to Ti
in terms of eMtn. For general discussions, we refer to [BT] and [T].
7.1.5. Let Tsi  Ti be the maximal ki-split torus of G0i. LetF0i and D0i be the set of roots
and simple roots of G0i respectively. We use the same notation for the sets of cor-
responding root spaces in g0i. We also de¢ne F
0
i such that the Iwahori subgroup
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I 00
i (see Section 1.5.A) in G0i can be written as
I 00















where ZG0i Tsi 0 is the maximal compact subgroup of the centralizer ZG0i Tsi  of Tsi in
G0i. We can explicitly ¢nd ZG0i Tsi 0 as Ti0 G0Vi0 where Ti0 is the maximal
compact subgroup of Ti and G0Vi0 is the group of isometries on
Vi0; fVi jVi0. We can ¢nd F0i; F0i; D0i as follows:
7.1.6. Let 1eFi
Z be the value group of Fi where eFi  eFi=k0. In all cases, we have
F0i  eMtn j n  i; i; i0; j0 2 U with i0 6 j0; t  1n o;
Then the Lie algebra g0i of G
0
i can be written as




For simplicity of notation, we will abbreviate n  i; i; i0; j0 by i0; j0 or i0j0 if there is
no confusion and we will identify n with its representative in U.
(A) fVi is e-Hermitian with Fi=ki unrami¢ed,
(A1) Vi0  0.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i j i0  1; . . . ; di; ÿi0W j0 < i0n o
D0i  eM1ÿdi;di 1eFi
 !
; eM1n0
 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;or n  1;ÿ1
( )
(A2) di0  1 and Vi0  Vdi 6 0.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0 2 f1; . . . ; dig; j0 2 ri [ fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1gn o
D0i  eM1ÿdi;di 1eFi
 !
; eM1n0
 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1; or n  1; d
( )
(A3) di0  1 and Vi0  Vd
0
i 6 0.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0 2 f1; . . . ; dig; j0 2 ri [ fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1gor j0  d0; i0  ÿdi; . . . ; di
 
D0i  eM1n0 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1; or 1;ÿ1; ÿdi; d0n o
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(A4) Vi0 6 0 with di0  2.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i
0 2 f1; . . . ; dig; j0 2 ri [ fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1g
or j0  d; i0  1; . . . ; di




D0i  eM1n0  n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1; or 1; d; ÿdi; d0n o
(B) fVi is e-Hermitian with Fi=ki rami¢ed,
(B1) Vi0  0.















if di  1:
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(B2)^(B3) Vi0 6 0 with di0  1 or di0  2.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0 2 ri [ f1; . . . ; digj0 2 ri [ fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1g
 
D0i  eM1ÿdi;di 1eFi
 !
; eM1n0 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;or 1; i0 with i0 2 ri

( )
(C) fVi is 1-symmetric with s0  1. Note that we have eFi  1 for this case.
(C1) Vi0  0, di X 2.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0  1; . . . ; di; ÿi0W j0 < i0n o
D0i 
eM1ÿdi1;di1; eM1n0 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;or 2;ÿ1
  if di > 2
eM12;10; eM12;ÿ10; eM11;21; eM1ÿ1;21n o if di  2
8>><>>:
(C2) V di 6 0, V d
0
i  0 and di X 2.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0 2 f1; . . . ; dig; j0 2 ri [ fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1gn o
D0i  eM1ÿdi1;di1; eM1n0 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;or 1; i0 with i0 2 ri
 
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(C3) V di  0, V d
0
i 6 0 and di X 2.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0 2 f1; . . . ; dig; j0 2 fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1gor j0 2 ri; i0 2 ri [ fÿdi; . . . ; di with i0 6 j0g
 
D0i  eM1n0 n  i
0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;
or 2;ÿ1




(C4) V di 6 0 and Vd
0
i 6 0.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0 2 f1; . . . ; dig; j0 2 fÿi0; . . . ; i0 ÿ 1; d1; d2gor j0  d01; d02; i0 2 ri [ fÿdi; . . . ; dig with i0 6 j0
 
D0i  eM1n0 n  i
0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;
or 2;ÿ1




In all (C1)^(C4), if di  1, we have F0i  eM11;i j i 2 rin o  D0i:
(D) fVi is ÿ1-symmetric, i.e., symplectic with s0  1. Note that we have eFi  1.
F0i  eM1n 2 F0i i0  1; . . . ; di; ÿi0W j0 < i0n o
D0i  eM1ÿdi;di1; eM1n0 n  i0; i0 ÿ 1; i0 > 1;or 1;ÿ1
 
We also ¢nd the set of af¢ne roots F0iaff as follows:
F0iaff  eM1nb j eM1n 2 F0i; b 2 1eFi Z
( )
In the following lemma, we note that when rS is a character, some of the cases in
(7.1.4) do not occur as G0i under certain situations.
LEMMA 7.1.7.
(1) Suppose G itself is not a group of type (A3) or (A4). If one of G0i is of type (A3) or (A4)
with di X 1, then rS is a Heisenberg representation.
(2) Let G be of type (A) with V d
0
i 6 0 or of type (C) with V d
0
i 6 0. Suppose one of G0i is
again of the same type with di X 1, V d
0
i 6 0 and Fi  k (that is, G0i corresponds
to gi  0). If rS is a character, then eFj is even for all j 6 i.
Proof. (1) Assume rS is a character. Then we haveeM0tn btn  12 anÿ   eM0tn btn  12 anÿ  where btn  12 ÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gj: 
Recall that an  a0n  a00n is de¢ned in (2.1.1)^(2.1.4). In our case, since P00 is Iwahori,














Now, for n0  i; i; d0; di, we have an0  1=eFi and btn0  12 an0  12 ÿ1ÿ ordgi ÿ gti 
1=2eFi 2 1=eFiZ. Hence we have eM0tn btn0  12 an0  6 eM0tn btn0  12 an0 , contradicting .
(2)We will prove the case of type (A). The other case can be proved similarly. Since
rS is a character, we will have  above. Let n  i; j; di; j0 and n0  i; j; d0i; j0 with











If eFj is odd, then b
t
n0  12 an0  btn  12 an  12 2 1=eFj Z and eM0tn btn0  12 an0  6eM0tn btn0  12 an0 , contradicting . Hence eFj should be even. &
7.2. AFFINE WEYL GROUPS
7.2.1. Let eW 0i  NG0i Tsi =ZG0i Tsi 0 be the af¢ne Weyl group in each G0i. Let
Oi  w 2 eW 0i Ad _wI 00i  I 00in o. Here _w denotes a representative of w 2 eW 0i in
NG0i Tsi . Then
eW 0i  Oi j eW 0i 0
where eW 0i 0 is the Coxeter group generated by simple re£ections sii0 for
i0  0; 1; . . . ; di, corresponding to af¢ne simple roots. For the rest of this section,
we again drop the index i from i; i; i0; j0 2 U for simplicity. We also use the same
notation w for both w 2 eW 0i and its representative _w 2 NG0i Tsi  in case there is no
confusion.
Describing eW 0i more explicitly, we ¢rst consider the case di X 2. For
i0  1; . . . ; di ÿ 1, let si0 be the simple re£ection corresponding to a root spaceeM1i0;i0ÿ1. Then si0 is the permutation which interchanges rows i0 and i0 ÿ 1 (and hence
it also interchanges ÿi0, ÿi0  1). Recall that we index rows and columns by
Ixi  fdi; . . . ;ÿdig [ ri.
Let s0 be the one corresponding to eM12;ÿ1 in cases (B1), (C1) and (C3). Otherwise,
we let s0 correspond to eM11;ÿ1. Then in the former case, s0 interchanges rows 2 and
ÿ1 (hence also ÿ2 and 1) and in the latter case, s0 is the one interchanging rows
1 and ÿ1. In a matrix form, si0 can be written as a monomial matrix with entries
0;1.
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Let sdi be the extended Weyl element in G
0































where denotes the Galois conjugation over the quadratic extension Fi=ki. In case














In all above cases, eW 0i 0 is generated by Si  fsi0; si1; si2; s0i2g in case (C1) and by
Si  fsi0 ; si1 ; . . . ; sidi g otherwise.
7.2.2. Describing the action of eW 0i 0 on Mti0j0 , let x  ti0j0  y be an element of Mti0j0 for
x; y 2 Fi (see (2.2.3)). Let s be an element in Si, then we have Adsx  ti0j0  y 2
Mtsi0;s j0 as follows;
Adsx  ti0j0  y 
x  tsi0;s j0  y if s 2 S n fsdi g;
pddi i0dÿdi ;j0 ÿdÿdi ;i0ÿddi j0
F
x  tsi0;s j0  y if s  sdi

where di0j0 is the Kronecker's delta function and where si0; s j0 denotes the
permutation induced by s on fdi; . . . ;ÿdig.
7.2.3. If di  1, Si can be found in the same way except for cases (B1), (C1)^(C3). In
case (B1) with di  1, we have










In case (C1) with di  1, eW 0i  Oi. For (C2)^(C3), eW 0i is generated by s0 switching
rows 1 and ÿ1.
7.2.4. Let l be the length function de¢ned on eW 0  Q eW 0i : if wi 2 eW 0i , lwi is de¢ned
such that I 00iwiI 00i: I 00i  I 00wiI 00: I 00  qlwiF , and if wi 2 eW 0i , wj 2 eW 0j with i 6 j,
lwiwj  lwi  lwj. We observe that w can be written as w  w1w2   wm with
wi 2 eW 0i and lw Pi lwi.
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7.3. TAMELY RAMIFIED HECKE ALGEBRAS
Since we will build an isomorphism between H  HG==JS; rS and the Hecke
algebra H0  HG0==I 00; w of G0 for some tamely rami¢ed character w of I 00, in this
section, we introduce such Hecke algebras and account the ones that we need.
DEFINITION 7.3.1 [G]. Let F0 be a p-adic ¢eld, let G be the group of F0-points of a
reductive group de¢ned over F0 and let I0 be a Iwahori subgroup of G. Then a char-
acter w of I0 is called a tamely rami¢ed character if it is trivial on the maximal pro-p
subgroup I1 of I0. We also call the Hecke algebra HG==I0; w associated to
I0; w a tamely rami¢ed Hecke algebra,
We describe these Hecke algebras for cases (A)^(D). This can be summarized on
the indexed af¢ne Dynkin diagram. For more details, we refer to [G, L, Mo]
and for some examples of explicit computation, we refer to [My1, 2].
7.3.1. TAMELY RAMIFIEDHECKE ALGEBRASAND INDEXEDAFFINE DYNKIN DIAGRAMS
7.3.2. Let F be a p-adic ¢eld with an involution s and F s  F0. Let V ; f  be one of
types (A)^(D) with dimF V   n  2d  d0. Let G  GV ; f  be the group of
isometries on V ; f . Let Ts be a maximal F0-split torus and let I0 be an Iwahori
subgroup. Let w be a tamely rami¢ed character of I0, and let H  HG==I0; w be
the Hecke algebra associated to I0; w. Assume ¢rst that SuppH  G. Then since
we have an Iwahori decomposition, we can rewrite SuppH  G  I0 eWI0 whereeW  NGTs=ZGTs0 is the af¢ne Weyl group of G with the generating set
S  fs0; s1; . . . ; sdg (see (7.2.1)). For w 2 eW , let êw be HG==I0; w with
Suppêw  I0wI0 and êww  1. As a linear space, H is spanned by elements êw,
w 2 eW . We can normalize each êw properly, say, ew  cwêw for some constant
cw's so that HG==I0; w can be described as follows (see (7.3.4) for some explicit
values of cw); as an algebra, it is generated by es j s 2 Sf g subject to the following
three relations:
L ew ? ew0  eww0 if lww0  lw  lw0;
(Q) For s 2 S and for some wts 2 Z [ f0g;




Here qF0 denotes the cardinality of the residue field of F0:
(B) esi ? esj ? esi ?     esj ? esi ? esj ?   
where we have mij  ordsisj factors on each side.
Note that (B) follows from (L). We can represent this Hecke algebra HG==I0; w on
the af¢ne Dynkin diagram by attaching wts to each vertex corresponding to s.
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We will call such an af¢ne Dynkin diagram an indexed af¢ne Dynkin diagram. For
simplicity, we abbreviate it as IADD. The function wt:S! Z [ f0g above will be
called a weight.
EXAMPLE 7.3.3. Iwahori Hecke algebra [IM].
This is a Hecke algebra associated to the trivial representation of I0, which consists of
I0 bi-invariant functions. Then it is linearly spanned by functions ew supported on
I0wI0 with eww  1 for w 2 eW . The elements ew satisfy (L), (Q), (B) in (7.3.2) with
wtsi  logqF0 mI0siI0.
7.3.4. We continue to assume that SuppH  G as in (7.3.2) and follow the notation
in (7.3.2). For each case V ; f  and G from (7.1.4), we will list possible IADD for H:
Explanation.
(1) For each diagram, except for the case (C1) with di  2, the cardinality of dots is
d  1 and one of the left most dots will correspond to the extended a¤ne root.
In case (C1) with di  2, we have two extended a¤ne roots.
(2) The ¢rst row of indices right above dots represent the weight function wt0 cor-
responding to the trivial character of I0, hence it is associated to an Iwahori Hecke
algebra for each case. The other rows correspond to nontrivial tamely rami¢ed
characters which have di¡erent IADD.We have put down only numbers which
are di¡erent from the ¢rst row.
Notation. For later use, we denote the character corresponding to i-th row by wiÿ1.
For example, w0 is the trivial character corresponding to the ¢rst row.
(3) (See an example in (A2) below) Let wt0 be the weight function corresponding to
the Iwahori Hecke algebra HG==I0; 1. For each I0; w, let êw 2 HG==I0; w
be as in (7.3.2) and let wt be its weight function. Then for s 2 S, we can ¢nd
normalization such that
es   qwt0sÿwtsF0
 ÿ12
ês:
(A) fV is e-Hermitian with F=F0 unrami¢ed,
(A1) V0  0.
  1         1 1       2        2                       2        2        1
A thick line means that s0 and s1 have no relations, that is, s0s1 has an in¢nite order.
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(A2) d0  1 and V0  Vd 6 0.
1                11 1
 1         3  1        2        2                      2        2        3
Giving some examples of Hecke algebras with the weight function in the second row,
let w1 be a character de¢ned as follows:
w1t  w11td    t2t1w12td
for t  td ; . . . ; t1; td; tÿ1; . . . ; tÿd 2 I0=I1 where w11 is a character of F and w12 is a
character of kerNF=F0. To have SuppH  G, it is necessary that w11z  w111z
(hence w11zz  1). Now assume w11zw12 zz
ÿ  6 1. For w 2 eW , let êw be as in (7.3.2).
Then HG==I0; w1 is generated by êsi j i  0; . . . ; d
 	
subject to the following
relations:
L êw ? êw0  êww0 if lww0  lw  lw0;
Q ês ? ês 
qF0 ê1  w11

z
p qF0 ÿ 1ês if s  sd
q2
F0






p qF0 qF0 ÿ 1ês if s  s0:
8>><>>:
Here qF0 is the cardinality of the residue ¢eld of F0 and z is nonsquare in FqF0 .
B êsi ? êsj ? êsi ?     êsj ? êsi ? êsj ?   
where we have mij  ordsisj factors on each side.
From the assumption that w11zz  1, we see that w11

z








ês0 if s  s0




p êsd if s  sd ;
8>><>>:
ew  esi1 ? esi2 ?    ? esil for w  si1si2    sil 2 eW with lw  l;
above relations can be normalized as in (7.3.2) with the weight function in the second
row of the above IADD.
(A3) d0  1 and V0  Vd0 6 0.
 3         1  3        2        2                      2         2       1
 1         1       1                                                      1
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(A4) V0 6 0 with d0  2.
 3         3  3        2        2                      2        2        3
 1         3       1 3
 3         1  3 1
(B) fV is e-Hermitian with F=F0 rami¢ed,
(B1) V0  0.







0         0
(B2) V0 6 0 with d0  1.
1        1  1        1        1                       1        1        1
   0        1  0  1
(B3) V0 6 0 with d0  2.
 1         2  1        1        1      1        1       2
 0         2  0   2
 0         0           0   0
(C) fV is 1-symmetric. Then F  F0. Let a  dimV d and b  dimVd
0 . In
(C1)^(C3), we assume di X 2.
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(C2) V d 6 0 and Vd0  0.
 1
 1
 1       1                       1        1        a1       a         1
  (0) (0)
If a  2, we can have the second row in parentheses associated to HG==I0; w for
some w.
(C3) V d  0 and Vd0 6 0.
1
 1





If b  2, we can have the second row in parentheses.
(C4) V d 6 0 and Vd0 6 0.
 b         a  b         1       1                       1        1       a
 b         0  b  0
 0         a  0
 0  0
 a




If a  2, we can have row (1), if b  2, we can have row (2) and if a  b  2, we can
have all (1)^(3).
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(D) fV is ÿ1-symmetric, i.e., symplectic with F  F0,
 1         1    1        1        1                      1         1       1
 0         0  0 0
Similarly, we denote the Iwahori Hecke algebras of GLnF0 as IADD;





7.3.5. Tamely rami¢ed Hecke algebras: General Cases.
Let w be a tamely rami¢ed character of I0 and let H  HG==I0; w be its associated
Hecke algebra. Then SuppH  I0 eW 0I0 where eW 0 < eW is an af¢ne Weyl group
of
Q
Gi with Gi isomorphic to either GLmF  or a group of type (A)^(D) in (7.1.4).
Write eW 0  Q eWi where eWi  eW 0i jOi is the af¢ne Weyl group of Gi with its gen-
erating set Si  fsijg. Then it is isomorphic to a tensor product of tamely rami¢ed
Hecke algebras of Gi's, that is, there are tamely rami¢ed characters wi of I i0 such
that H ' 
Hi where Hi  HGi==I i0; wi. Hence we can represent H as a sum of
IADD's corresponding to Hi.
7.4. H  HG==JS; rS
We ¢x a Haar measure m on G (resp. m0 on G0) such that mJS  1 (resp. m0I 00  1).
THEOREM 7.4.1. For a given S  G; I 00; 1 as in HS, suppose G0  CGG Qm
i1 Umi Fi=ki for some tamely rami¢ed extensions Fi; ki over k. Then there is a
tamely rami¢ed character w of I 00 such that there is a -preserving, support-preserving
L2-isomorphism
Z:H0  HG0==I 00; w ÿ!HG==JS; rS  H:
de¢ned as follows: For w 2 eW 0, let êw 2 H0 with êww  1 and Suppêw  I 00wI 00, and




_fw with Cw  mJSwJSm0I 00wI 00
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where _fw 2 H is properly normalized with _fw  fw or ÿfw. Moreover, H is
L2-isomorphic to
NHG0i==I 00i; wjI 00i as an C-algebra via a -preserving, support-
preserving map.
Proof of Theorem 7.4.1. From (4.2.6), we see Z in Theorem 7.4.1 is a linear
isomorphism. It can be proved similarly as in Theorem 6.2.2 that Z is a -preserving
L2-isomorphism. From the following Lemma, we see that Z is support-preserving,
that is, SuppZêw  JSSuppêwJS.
LEMMA 7.4.2. For w 2 eW 0, JSwJS \G0  I 00wI 00.
Lemma can be proved similarly as in (6.2.3) replacing T0 with ZG0 Ts0 where
Ts  QTsi .
Rest of this section is devoted to proving Z is an algebra isomorphism. We ¢nd
generators and relations in H. Recall (see the proof of (7.1.7)) that when rS is a
character, we have
eMtn btnÿ   eMtn btnÿ  where btn  12 ÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gj:
For all cases (A)^(D) in (7.1.4), we have the following relations:
PROPOSITION 7.4.3.
(L) Length preserving relation. If lww0  lw  lw0 for w;w0 2 eW 0,






In particular, if wi 2 eW 0i and wj 2 eW 0j for i 6 j, we have fwi ? fwj  fwj ? fwi .
(B) Braid relation. If sii0sjj0 is of order mn,
~fsii0 ? ~fsjj0 ?     ~fsjj0 ? ~fsii0 ?   
where each side has mn factors and where ~fs  1Cs
 1
2
fs. In particular, if i 6 j,
fsii0 ? fsjj0  fsjj0 ? fsii0 .
(Q) Quadratic relation. Let qi be the cardinality of the residue ¢eld of si-¢xed sub¢eld
ki of Fi. Then





for some ii0 2 Z and for C0sii0  mJSsii0JS=q
vii0
i .
Proof. Note that (B) follows from (L). To prove (L), we ¢rst claim that
JSwJSw0JS \G0  JSww0JS \G0. Consider ¢rst the case w 2 eW 0i0 and w0 2 eW 0j0
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with i0 6 j0. Regarding G as an element in glV , we ¢rst construct a representation
r̂
G
on some open compact subgroup Ĵ in GLV  as in [K1] such that JS  G \ Ĵ
and SuppHGLV ==Ĵ; r̂
G
  ĴCGLV GĴ as follows: Let P̂0 be the parahoric
subgroup in CGLV G associated to lattice chains in (1.5.2) and let P̂1 be the lattice
in the Lie algebra corresponding to the maximal pro-p subgroup P̂1 of P̂0. De¢ne
a lattice Ĵ p in GLV  as
Ĵ p  P̂1 
X
M0tnÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gj  12 an
where
P
runs over n  i; j; i0; j0 with i; j  1; . . . ;m, i0 2 Ixi, j0 2 Ixj and t 2 Galn
(recall that Galn is de¢ned in (2.1.1)). Then following the construction and proof
in [K1], we can de¢ne r̂
G
on Ĵ  P̂0  expĴ p satisfying above property. Then
(5.2.6)^(2) and similar argument in (6.3.2)^(6.3.4) will imply that ĴwĴw0Ĵ\
CGLV   Ĵww0Ĵ \ CGLV . Moreover, since JS  Ĵ and G0  CGLV , we have
JSwJSw0JS \G0  JSww0JS \G0  I 00ww0I 00.









eMtnbtn  logI 01 \ gVi
where btn  12 ÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gi, and where eMtn 2 F0i means that n 2 U, t 2 Galsn witheM1n 2 F0i. Note that btn is the same for any n 2 F0i.
General cases will follow from combining the above two cases and the claim is
proved.
Now the coef¢cient CwCw0=Cww0 12 can be computed as in (6.3.4).
To prove the quadratic relations (Q), we ¢rst ¢nd Suppfs ? fs. The following
Lemma can be proved exactly as in (6.3.6):
LEMMA 7.4.4. For any s 2 Si, JSsJSsJS \ JSG0JS  JS [ JSsJS. Moreover,
fs ? fs  c1f1  c2fs for some constants c1 and c2.
7.4.5. For each case (A)^(D), c1 and c2 in (7.4.4) can be found as in (q5)^(q6). That is,







fsxfsxÿ1 dx  mJSsJS









fs jSsxfsxÿ1sÿ1jÿ1S s dx
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where ls  JS=JS \ sJSs  JS \ sJSsnJS. Now we will compute c1 and c2 more
explicitly.
7.4.6. Quadratic relation for sii0 ; i0 6 di
Assume G0i is not of type (B1) with di  1. Let qi be the cardinality of the
residue ¢eld of the si-¢xed ¢eld F
si
i . Then for sii0 2 Si with i0  1; . . . di ÿ 1,
we have
fsii0 ? fsii0  qvii0i f1  eii0 qvii0i ÿ 1fsii0
where Vii0 coincides with the weight of sii0 for the Iwahori Hecke algebras (we refer to
those numbers in (7.3.4)) and eii0  1 orÿ1. In fact, eii0 ewiG detsii0 whereewiG is the
character of OFi such that rSjI 00i ewiG  det.
Let sii0 2 Si with i0 6 di. Denote the image of n 2 U under the action of w 2 eW 0 by
wn. Since we have bn  bsii0 n and an  asii0 n,
Adsii0 eMtn \ YG  Adsii0  eMtn btnÿ  
 eMtsii0 n btnÿ   eMtsii0 n btsii0 nÿ 
 eMtsii0 n \ YG
and thus Adsii0 YG  YG. Hence the computation occurs in G0 and the relation (Q)
is inherited from the quadratic relation in a tamely rami¢ed Hecke algebra
HG0==I 00; wG , where wG is as in S2-(1) or (3.4.2), from which (7.4.6) follows. For
example, for sii0 with i0 6 0; di, we have eii0  1 and
fsii0 ? fsii0 
qif1  qi ÿ 1fsii0 if Fi=Fsii is ramified or si  1;
q2i f1  q2i ÿ 1fsii0 if Fi=Fsii is quadratic unramified.

Now let i0  di. We ¢rst consider the case (A2). Then we have the following
quadratic relations:
7.4.7. Quadratic relations for sidi in case (A2)
fsidi ? fsidi  qiCsidi f1  C
1
2
sidi qi ÿ 1fsidi
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Denote sidi by s for simpli¢cation. Let
btn  12 ÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gj
n0  i; i;ÿdi; di 2 U
is  n; t
n   j; i; j0; di 2 U with i 6 j;
or n  i; i; i0; di with i0 6 di;ÿdi




i0s  n0; t j 1 6 t 2 Galsn0
n o

























eMtn btn  1eFi
 !0@ 1A
q1
Note that for n; t=2is [ i0s, Ads eMtnbtn   YG. Continuing from (7.4.5),







Since fssÿ1jSs 6 0 if and only if sÿ1jSs 2 JSsJS, we have
c2 
X






We can write jS; j0S 2 ls as
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n ÿ s a
t
n
  0@ 1A;





n ÿ s b
t
n
  0@ 1A q4
where n1n0 Z  expZ, n1n0Z0  expZ0 with Z; Z0 2 kerTrFi=ki  \ pFi  ~F 1n0 






















































and j0S can be written in the same way. For simplicity of notation, let
$  
Fi




To ¢nd the condition on jS; j0S such that sjSs
ÿ1j0Ss 2 JSsJS, we compute sjSsÿ1j0Ss
rather explicitly in a matrix form. Again, we will write down only terms of nontrivial
contribution for computation;















ÿ 12 1$ sUU































1ÿ P atn 1$ 











.   . .. ...

















Here, for n  a; b; a0; b0, de¢ne n̂ as follows;
n̂  a; b;ÿa
0; b0 if a0=2ri
n if a0 2 ri: ;

Recall rj is de¢ned in (2.1.1)^(1). Then  j; j; j0; j0-diagonal component for j0 > 0 or















where njj0   j; i; j0; di: q7
From q6, sjSsÿ1j0Ss 2 JS if and only if






0  0; a
t
n0 2 eMtn0 btn0  1eFi
 !
;
satn   Z0sb
t






0  0; for n 2 is:
q8
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for n 2 is:
q9
In these cases, if we let DZ0 be an element 1; . . . ; 1;Z0e; 1; . . . ; 1;ÿ 1Z0 e; 1; . . . ; 1 in
the torus T and let ewi
G
be as in (7.4.6), we can compute
rSsjSsÿ1j0Ss  wG DZ0wGDÿ1Z0 sjSsÿ1j0Ss
ewi
G

























































  ! ! !
q10
where
























































and Z0 satisfying q7 and where lstn0  Ntn0 btn0 Ntn0btn0  2eFi 
.
. Let
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lstn  Ntnbtn Ntnbtn  1eFi 
.
. Then for j0=2rj, since njj0 6 n̂jj0 , we have
X
anjj0 ;an̂jj0













  ! ! !







For the case j0 2 rj , we need the following results on Gaussian sums over ¢nite ¢elds:
LEMMA 7.4.8 [S, IR]. Let c be a character of Fq. Let V be an n-dimensional vector
space over Fq and let Qv be a nondegenerate quadratic form on V over Fq. Let
Gc;Q Pv2V cQv. Then
(1) Gc;Q2  qn  ]V, hence Gc;Q   qp n  ]V12,
(2) Gc; xQ  sgnxnGc;Q
where sgn is the unique nontrivial quadratic character of Fq.











































We ¢rst note that lstnjj0 is a right FqFi -vector space. Let ljj0 be its dimension over FqFi .
From (2.2.5)^(2), (2.2.4)^(5) and (2.2.7), we can de¢ne a nondegenerate quadratic






Qjj0 : lsnjj0 
X
njj0 ;t2is







































$ as an element of ~F
t
njj0




















































Here, last equality follows from Gew
G





ÿ1 is also 1,
combining all together,




2 qi ÿ 1  ] ls 12 C
1
2
sidi qi ÿ 1: q17
Hence we have (7.4.7) for i0  di. &
7.4.9. Quadratic relations for (A)
(A1) fsidi ? fsidi  qiCsidi f1  C
1
2
sidi qi ÿ 1fsidi
(A3)^(A4) These cases happen only when G and G0i are related as in (7.1.7)^(2).
fsidi ? fsidi  q3i Csidi f1  C
1
2
sidi q3i ÿ 1fsidi
In case (A1), we can compute c1; c2 in (7.4.5) exactly in the same way as in (A2) by
putting Y  Y 0  0. Now, since (A3) and (A4) are similar, we will consider only the
case (A3). Let s  sidi . Note that we have Fi  k; ki  k0; eFi  1 in this case.
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ÿ1ÿ ordgti ÿ gj
nd0  i; i;ÿdi; d0; n0  i; i;ÿdi; di 2 U
is  n; t
 j; i; j0; di 2 U with i 6 j;
or n  i; i; i0; di with i0 6 di;ÿdi






















eMtnbtn  1 
q18
Then we put
jS  n1nd0 Y   n
1





n ÿ s a
t
n
   !
;
j0S  n1nd0 Y
0   n1n0 Z00pk




n ÿ s b
t
n
   !
;
q19
where n1nd0 Y   expY  and n1n0Z0pk  expZ0pk with Y 2 OFi  ~F 1n0 
Fi  HomkFÿdii ;F d
0
i  and Z0 2 kerTrFi=ki  \ OFi  HomkFÿdii ;Fdii  respectively
and where a
t




n  2 eMtnbtn. j0S is written in a similar way.

















































We can write j0S analogously. To ¢nd the condition on jS; j
0
S such that
sjSsÿ1j0Ss 2 JSsJS, we ¢nd sjSsÿ1j0Ss in a matrix form;
sjSsÿ1j0Ss 




Z ÿ 1pk 12UsU 1pk U 0
1
pk
ÿ 1pk UsU 0 1pk
Z ÿ 1pk 12UsU
Z0 ÿ 1pk 12U 0sU 0 1pk
ÿ 1pk YY
0
Z ÿ 1pk 12UsU 1pk Y 0
 1pk Y
ÿsU Idÿ sU 1pk U 0
ÿsU 0 1pk
ÿsUZ0 ÿ 1pk 12U 0sU 0 1pk
ÿsU 1pk Y 0y
pk U 0 Z0 ÿ 12U 0sU 0 1pk Y 0
ÿYpk ÿYU 0y






From q22, sjSsÿ1j0Ss 2 JS only if
Z 2 OFi ; Z0  ÿ
1
Z
; Y 0  ÿY
Z
U 0  ÿ 1
Z
U : q23















for some j 2 ker rS. Hence rSsjSsÿ1j0Ss ewiG ÿ1. By counting the number of
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Y ;Z;U satisfying q23, we can ¢nd
c2 ewiGÿ1C12sq3i ÿ 1: q24
7.4.12. Quadratic relations for (B)
(1) In cases (B1) with di X 2, (B2) and (B3),
fsidi ? fsidi 
qiCsidi f1  C
1
2
sidi qi ÿ 1fsidi if logqi Csidi   0 mod 2
qiCsidi f1 if logqi Csidi   1 mod 2:
(
(2) In case (B1) with di  1, let i0  0; 1.
If logqi Csi0   logqi Csidi   0 mod 2;
fsii0 ? fsii0  qiCsii0 f1  C
1
2
sii0 qi ÿ 1fsii0 :
If logqi Csi0   logqi Csidi   1 mod 2;
fsii0 ? fsii0  qiCsii0 f1:
In (2) above, by counting, it is not dif¢cult to see that logqi Csi0   logqi Csidi 
mod2. For all (B1)^(B3), if i0  di, the computation can be done following the same
procedure q1^q17 as in the case (A2) with i0  di. In q15, if
P
ljj0 is even,Q




sgnljj0  sgn is a nontrivial
quadratic character of Fqi and thus we get c2  0 in q16. Finally since logqi ]lsn is
even for any n 2 i0s,
















and hence (1) and part of (2) follow. Now we consider the case i0  0 for (B1) with











si0 qi ÿ 1 if logqi Csi0  0 mod 2




Lastly, the quadratic relations for (C)^(D) can be computed similarly. We sum-
marize the result as follows;
7.4.13. Quadratic relations for (C1)^(D)
In all cases (C1)^(C4),
fsidi ? fsidi  q
wtsidi 






where wtsidi  coincides to the value of the weight function corresponding to Iwahori
Hecke algebras in IADD (See (7.3.4)).
In case (D), fsidi ? fsidi  qiCsidi f1  C
1
2
sidi qi ÿ 1fsidi :
We notice that in all (C1)^(D), when rS is a character, logqi Csidi  is even. Now,
following the computation as in q1^q17 and q25^q26, we get (7.4.13).
7.4.14. Concluding Theorem 7.4.1.
Let _fsii0  fsii0 where  coincides with the sign of the coef¢cient c2 of fsii0 in
(7.4.6)^(7.4.13). Based on the results (7.3.4) and (7.4.3)^(7.4.13), we can choose











i is of type (A), (C) or (D);
w0 if G
0
i is of type (B) and logqi Csi0   0 mod 2
w1 if G
0
i is of type (B) and logqi Csi0   1 mod 2
:
8<:
Recall from (7.3.4) that in each case (A1)^(D), w0 is the trivial character of I 00
i and w1
is the character of I 00
i corresponding to the second row of each IADD. Then
w  
ixi:
Now from the choice of w and (7.3.4), (7.4.3)^(7.4.13), we see that Z de¢ned as in
(7.4.1) is an algebra isomorphism.
Considering the map Z0:H0 ÿ!
HG0i==I 00i; xi de¢ned by f 7! 
i f jI 00i, it is
obvious that Z0 is a -preserving, support-preserving L2-isomorphism ofC-algebras.
Composing Z and Z0ÿ1, we see that Z  Z0ÿ1:HG0i==I 00i; xi ÿ!H is a -preserving,
support-preserving L2-isomorphism of C-algebras.
Combining above with the previous remark at the start of the proof of (7.4.1), now
Theorem 7.4.1 is proved. &
Conclusion
Via the reduction step carried out in Section 5 (especially in (5.2.6)), now Theorems
6.2.2 and 7.4.1 imply the main theorem. Here, we restate the theorem with more
explicit description of Z. In the following, we keep all the previous notation and
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also recall the Haar measure on G0 (resp. G) are normalized such that the volume of
I 00 (resp. JS) is 1.
MAIN THEOREM. Let k satisfy (3.2.3) and let S  G; I 00; 1 be as in HS. Let
JS; rS be a pair consisting of an open compact subgroup JS and its irreducible rep-
resentation rS associated to S as in Theorem 4.2.9. Suppose rS is a character. Then
for some tamely rami¢ed character w of I 00, there is a -preserving, support-preserving
L2-isomorphism
Z:H0  HG0==I 00; w ÿ!HG==JS; rS  H
of C-algebras. More explicitly, Z is de¢ned as follows: Let PS be the parabolic
subgroup associated to S in (5.2.6) and let dPS be the modulus function associated
to PS. For w 2 eW 0, where eW 0 is an af¢ne Weyl group of G0 with G0  I 00 eW 0I 00, let





and Suppf dw   JSwJS. Then
Zêw  1Cw
 1=2




where _f dw is properly normalized with _f
d
w  f dw or ÿf dw .
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